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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
A1a 1160 19.4 5.6 30 64.6 62.7
A1b 1153 8.2 3.5 15 54.7 62.3
A2a 596 19.5 6.1 30 65 32.2
A2b 594 9.6 3 15 63.9 32.1
A3a 338 18 7 30 59.9 18.3
A3b 337 8.8 3.4 15 58.5 18.2
A4a 682 19.2 6.9 30 64 36.8
A4b 684 8.5 3.2 15 56.6 37
B1a 115 18.7 5.4 30 62.4 6.2
B1b 115 9.2 2.7 15 61.6 6.2
B2a 291 19.2 5.1 30 64.2 15.7
B2b 291 9 2.8 15 60.2 15.7
B3a 270 18.6 6.4 30 61.9 14.6
B3b 270 9 2.8 15 60 14.6
B4a 183 16.8 7.7 30 56.1 9.9
B4b 183 9.3 2.9 15 62 9.9
C1a 12 21.8 4.2 30 72.8 0.7
C1b 12 10.8 2.1 15 72.2 0.7
C2a 15 18.6 7.3 30 62 0.8
C2b 15 10.3 3.3 15 68.9 0.8
C3a 11 21.9 3.6 30 73 0.6
C3b 11 8.6 3.4 15 57.6 0.6
C4a 4 17.3 12.6 30 57.5 0.2
C4b 4 8.5 3.5 15 56.7 0.2
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Q.3 (a) Explain the significance in Hinduism of the stories and worship of 


Parvati and Ganesh. [AO1 30] 
 
  Candidates are likely to include some or all of the following, but other relevant 


points will be credited. 
 
  Parvati - ‘daughter of the mountain.’ 


 Second consort of Shiva; 


 Gentler aspect of representation of Durga; 


 Symbolises power; 


 Some believe that she is the source of all power in the universe and that 
Shiva gets all his power from her; 


 Balances Shiva’s passive and reclusive nature; 


 Perfect wife and mother; 


 Not worshipped as an independent goddess. 
  
 Ganesh - the son of Shiva and Parvati; 


 Reference could be made as to how he got his elephant head; 


 Explanation of his features - his bent trunk to move obstacles and his four 
arms representing the four varnas; 


 Painted red; 


 Worship of Ganesh. 
 
 (b) ‘In Hinduism, gods are role models for men and goddesses are role 


models for women.’ 
  Assess this view. [AO2 15] 
 
  Candidates are likely to include some or all of the following, but other relevant 


points will be credited. 
 
  For 


 In Hindu literature gods and goddesses are shown as the heroes or 
heroines of the story - men try to emulate the heroes and women the 
heroines; 


 In the Ramayana, Rama is a role model for men and Sita for women; 


 Kali and Durga are role models for Hindu women; 


 Many goddesses worshipped in their own right because of their qualities 
and power; 


 Lakshmi is the embodiment of beauty, grace and charisma. 
 
  Against 


 In the main Hindu epics gods and goddesses play an important part e.g. 
in the Ramayana it could be argued that Rama and Sita are of equal 
importance as role models. 


 Rama and Sita are husband and wife role models; 


 The stories and the circumstances have little relevance to modern life; 


 Gods and goddesses are more than role models; 


 Hindu goddesses are often portrayed as passive consorts; the Hindu 
trimurti is all male and very often the role of goddesses is subservient to 
male gods. 


 Role of goddesses subservient to male gods e.g. Sita, Lakshmi also 
portrayed as perfect Hindu wife showing obedience to her husband, 
Vishnu. 


  








Sticky Note

This needs to be explained in greater detail.



Sticky Note

This needs to be given in greater detail.







Sticky Note

The answer is given L4 - 19. It is a partly adequate response. The information is generally correct, but to reach the higher levels the answer needs to be more detailed in terms of practices and significance.



Sticky Note

Although this could be a valid argument no evidence is given in support.







Sticky Note

Where is the evidence to support this assertion?



Sticky Note

This is a valid argument and is supported by relevant evidence.







Sticky Note

The answer is given L5 - 10. Valid arguments are presented on both sides of the argument. However, to reach the higher levels the arguments must be supported by evidence and reasoning. That is not always the case in this answer.

































Sticky Note

This is too general - needs to be discussed in greater detail.



Sticky Note

This concept and its significance needs to be explained in greater detail.







Sticky Note

The answer is given L4 - 16. The answer focuses too much on karma and therefore does not address all the aspects included in the question. There is not enough detailed discussion of reincarnation and moksha and the relationship between karma and caste.











Sticky Note

Valid arguments suuported by good reasoning and relevant evidence.



Sticky Note

Valid point made, but there is room to develop further.



Sticky Note

This needs to be formed into a sharper argument which is relevant to the question.



Sticky Note

The answer is given L5 - 11. There are valid arguments presented representing different viewpoints. However to reach the higher levels they need to be developed further.
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Q.2 (a) Examine Hindu beliefs about the impact of people's actions upon their 


life in the future. [AO1 30] 
 
 Candidates are likely to include some or all of the following, but other relevant 


points will be credited.  Candidates may distinguish between consequences 
for this life and subsequent lives. 


 
 Consequences for this life - expect candidates to refer to karma as the 


principle of cause and effect and operates on a moral basis; situation in this 
life fruit of karma in past life; karma accumulated through reincarnated lives; 
accumulation of karma in this life necessary to attain better reincarnation in 
next life; relationship between karma and dharma. 


 
 Consequences for subsequent lives - concept of immortal soul or atman 


which according to Hinduism is the spark of life in every sentient being;  this 
atman is trapped in the cycle of birth, death and rebirth (samsara) driven by 
karma until it attains moksha or liberation; soul transmigrates between lives 
and may be reborn countless times into various physical (or other) 
existences, depending upon its karma. 


 
 Credit link to Varnashramadharma. 
 
 


(b) ‘Karma is the main focus of a Hindu's life.' 
 Assess this view. [AO2 15] 
 
 Candidates are likely to include some or all of the following, but other relevant 


points will be credited. 
 
 For 


 Many Hindus follow a lifestyle which gains good karma e.g. following the 
principle and practices of varnashramadharma; 


 It influences many moral decisions made by Hindus e.g. the following of 
the principle of ahimsa - these decisions are taken to attain good karma; 


 Hindus accept that their status in life is a consequence of karma in their 
past lives and therefore try to behave in the best possible way to purify 
their karma. 


 
  Against 


 Many Hindus act without regarding the consequences; 


 Many Hindus see duty as the main focus of their lives; 


 If this was true there would be no crime in Hindu society; 


 Main focus for many Hindus is their relationship with God; 


 Many Hindus focus on the present life; 


 Other Hindus focus on family life. 
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3. (a) Explain the significance in Hinduism of the stories and worship of Parvati and Ganesh.
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Sticky Note

The answer focuses too much on the story of Ganesh and does not focus in enough detail on its significance and influence on Hindu practices and worship.







Sticky Note

The discussion on Parvati is very weak and therefore the higher levels cannot be achieved.



Sticky Note

The answer is given L4 - 16. It is partly adequate because it does not deal with Parvati. The discussion on Ganesh shows knowledge and understanding but not in enough detail on significance to achieve higher than L4.







Sticky Note

This is a balanced discussion on Kali as a role-model. Relevant evidence and reasoning used to support the arguments.







Sticky Note

The answer is given L5 - 10. It is a balanced answer considering valid arguments on both sides. However,  to  reach the higher levels arguments need to be more specific and given in greater detail.
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4. (a) Explain the main features of Durga Puja. [30]


(b) ‘Festivals are an essential feature of Hinduism.’
Assess this view. [15]
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Q.4 (a) Explain the main features of Durga Puja. [AO1 30] 
 
  Candidates are likely to include some or all of the following, but other relevant 


points will be credited. 


 Durga puja is also known as Navaratri; 


 Festival of worship and dance; 


 Celebrated twice each year; 


 Ramayana forms background; 


 Dancing around shrine to Durga; 


 Fasting; 


 Held for nine nights; 


 Images made and paraded; 


 Very much a women’s festival. 
 
 
 (b) ‘Festivals are an essential feature of Hinduism.’ 
  Assess this view. [AO2 15] 
 
  Candidates are likely to include some or all of the following, but other relevant 


points will be credited. 
 
  For 


 There are many festivals in Hinduism; 


 They are a way of remembering important events in Hinduism; 


 They help people to concentrate on spiritual matters; 


 They are happy events which raise peoples’ spirits; 


 They confirm and support peoples’ faith. 
 
  Against 


 They do not show any commitment to a religion; 


 They are more social/cultural events than religious; 


 Not really part of a Hindu’s varnashramadharma. 
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Sticky Note

This needs to be developed further.



Sticky Note

There is good understanding here of the main features of Parvati and her significance within Hinduism.



Sticky Note

Good understanding of the relationship between belief and practice.







Sticky Note

The candidate avoids the weakness of only relating the story and clearly states the significance of the stories.



Sticky Note

Good knowledge and understanding of Ganesh's importance in Hinduism.







Sticky Note

The answer is given L6 - 25. There is a breadth of good knowledge and understanding about Parvati and Ganesh and of their significance within Hinduism. There is also  good understanding of the relationship between belief and practice.







Sticky Note

This needs to be explained further.







Sticky Note

The answer is given L5 - 11. There are valid arguments presented on both sides of the arguments supported by relevant arguments. However to reach the higher levels arguments must be given in greater detail.











